Do you need to go through declaration?
If you have any vehicles that are carrying cargo disproportionate to the people in the vehicle during crossing, it will go through voluntary declaration. If you are bringing a trailer, cargo van, RV, or bus, you will need to go through declaration (this means you will need to do the vehicle and cargo list). Groups that have cargo and passengers evenly distributed during crossing do not need to go through declaration (this means you will not need to complete the vehicle & cargo list).

Instructions on filling out vehicle & cargo paperwork...

Vehicles:
Write each vehicle’s details along with the driver’s name (legal name)
Rental vehicles, write out “rented” and the type of vehicle (i.e. rented 15 passenger van)

Cargo:
**Food** needs to be itemized and attributed to a vehicle/trailer. Here’s a few ways to do it...
- Items can be written out on the vehicle and cargo list
- Attach your Costco pick-up list
- Attach your shopping list
- Snack chests/coolers in vehicles need to be listed on the cargo list

**Tools** needs to be itemized and attributed to a vehicle/trailer. They also need to be specified if they are new or used. Here’s a few ways to do it...
- Items can be written out on the vehicle and cargo list
- Use your inventory from a previous year and copy it over
- If not certain on numbers, use the higher number as a good estimate i.e. “I think we have 7-9 shovels?” Write down “9 shovels”

**Personal Items** need to be attributed to a vehicle/trailer.
- Sleeping bags and pillows count as separate items
- List luggage as “personal bags” (items in personal bags do not need to be listed)

**Passengers too!**
Write the approximate number of passengers in each vehicle

Due Date:
Paperwork for voluntary declaration is **due at least 2 weeks prior to your arrival**. This will allow enough time for it to be translated, submitted to the border, approved, and returned to Amor.